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PRESS INFORMATION 
 
 
BUS DATA QUICKLY VISUALIZED WITH FLEXCONFIG ANALYZER 3.0 
 
Böblingen, 17 March 2016 – The Experts for Vehicle Electronics of the STAR COOPERATION have 
kicked-off the year 2016 with an important update for their android software FlexConfig Analyzer. 
As of late, the 3.0 version with its numerous features around visualizing CAN, LIN and FlexRay data 
on mobile devices is available.  
 
With the FlexConfig Analyzer software, engineers and technicians can illustrate their CAN, LIN or 
FlexRay data quickly and easily on a smartphone or tablet. The system is ready for use quickly and 
can be operated also by inexperienced users, as the matching bus interface is connected wirelessly 
via Bluetooth or WLAN. Thereby, new display sets can be generated and stored in no time at all. The 
high-definition touchscreens of mobile devices perfectly suit the visualization of the necessary sig-
nals. 
 
New features in the 3.0 version include that, in addition to CANdb and ldf, now also AUTOSAR XML as 
well as FIBEX files can be imported in the FlexConfig Analyzer, which is the base for the following 
choice of signals to be visualized. For the illustration, there are different visualization elements at 
hand like graphs, speedometer elements, buttons, signal lights, labels and many more that can be 
positioned on the surface flexibly. The developers also thought of an alarm function in this software 
update for when a critical value is exceeded. Another innovative feature is logging selected signals 
with optional voice recording that can be activated via a trigger signal or a click. Pre- and post-logging 
mechanisms are also available. 
 
Now, the FlexConfig Analyzer 3.0 supports different bus interfaces. In addition to FlexCard Air-S, a 
bus interface for LIN and CAN, the STAR product FlexDevice-L also wirelessly transmits bus data of a 
CAN and FlexRAY bus to FlexConfig Analyzer 3.0. 
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Caption: The FlexConfig Analyzer visualization software facilitates the quick and easy configuration of 
display sets for CAN, LIN or FlexRay networks. 
 
 
About the STAR COOPERATION 
 
Since its foundation in 1997, the STAR COOPERATION has been accompanying its customers in nu-
merous projects in after sales as well as vehicle electronics and offers consulting and implementation 
services in media & marketing, logistics, engineering and IT. Companies of different sizes and indus-
tries profit from interdisciplinary teams of experts and group-wide synergies. In addition to know-
how and many years of experience, the STARS are united by very special values: responsibility, com-
petence and passion. 
 
STAR COOPERATION GmbH is certified according to quality standard ISO 9001:2008. 
 
 
 

 


